My graduate studies in GSAPP lead me to focus on the socio-cultural issue of architecture in urban design. My design and research direction is the regeneration of infrastructures in the city with a built environment and historical context. This question could be approached from two directions: First, the built infrastructures not only cater for “The Functional City” but also a potential locus for a high-quality public realm especially when the pandemic is happening; Second, urban regeneration can arouse urban spatial memory, create intimacy between communities and promote social welfare.

The architectural theory and urban history studies lead to my arguments about infrastructures among urban, interdisciplinary, and socio-cultural scope. In the aspect of architectural and urban scales, I agree with the dissolution of architectural scale, as Aldo Rossi’s statement in his book The Architecture of the City, a single building should be studied with the entire city by analogy. Thus, I expect to embody spatial memory in the scale of the city and create social welfare through renovating singular buildings of infrastructure. Besides, in the aspect of interdisciplinary view, I was inspired by Michael Manfredi’s book Public Natures: Evolutionary Infrastructures which explores the potential of infrastructures to construct ecological remediation, shape a new public realm and support institutional imperatives. Last, in Delirious New York, Rem Koolhaas refers to the “Culture of Congestion” of urbanism, using the skyscraper as an example as a vessel for urbanization, showing that rarely does a place in a metropolis only possess a single function. The theory of Koolhaas inspired me that infrastructures also participate in more than one perspective in the urban environment.

1. CIAM, Athens Charter, Athens, 1938
Build a bridge not a wall
Next-generational Infrastructure renovation

As aligned with the studio’s exploration on crisis to speculate future environments, our project’s primary focus is on the remediation of flushing creek as well as food distribution in the area with secondary and tertiary spaces such as recreation, education and research among others as both complementary spaces to the system as well as to the existing community.

The genesis of the project was inspired by the ongoing gentrification patterns within immigrant, black and brown communities in flushing and corona as well as the city at large. We sought to perhaps counter the trend by proposing spaces complementary to the community but upon our site visits and analysis we discovered the most urgent need was the purification of flushing creek, as a result of pollution caused by the neighbouring industries. We conceived a device for remediation and opened up the creek to public access due to its inaccessibility to the community empowering them with surveillance over the creek as well as recreational spaces.
Queens Museum Installation of Studio
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Social and Ecological Issues
——Along Flushing Creek
Remediation entangled with Social Activities
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Big Bridge provides the possibility of muti-height food distribution system. In the meantime with water purification, it offers the pure water for urban farm system. Then the urban farm associates with the transportation of vehicles and individuals.
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From the physical model, it shows that a complicated system works by different ways of distribution, like the water transportation, vehicle's ground transportation. And here are some vertical transportation for different objects, like huge lifts for vehicles, ramp for pedestrians.

Urban Farming System

Based on the advanced distribution system, the urban farming could construct effectively. Multi-level farming system could increase the production better than classical urban farm. Besides, by introducing artificial ultraviolet light, crops could grow under human control.
Section of Food distribution System

Section view of the central part of bridge shows how this food distribution system works. The system contains purification installations, interactive devices, green walls and a suspended air museum, which is distributed in different heights. The goal of this system is to synthesize the social, ecological and technological effect in a building.
Based on the water purification system, I designed a device to share the pure water with the residents in a pool so that people can feel and participate in this process in some aspects.

Different from the classical mode of Communal Food Distribution, I develop an automatic market for both of community association and companies. Therefore, transportation of vehicles could make it because of the huge lifts for vans.
Affordable Housing aims to the workers in the bridge. In the meantime of offering job opportunities for the local community, the project also contains two apartments for the workers of the bridge.

For the apartments, they could get touch to the neighbours. It is important for the residents here especially when some elderly need help and care. Also, the green balcony could be the natural decoration outside the building.
The project contains a real-site survey and design and is based on the real government proposal that plans to build a deck park over the Cross Bronx Expressway. The community of Parkchester in the Bronx has been suffering from the noise and pollution caused by the Cross Bronx Expressway. The expressway was a broad “corridor”, for vehicles instead of the community. Thousands of vehicles run past every day, leaving nothing but chaos. New corridors were to be established over the CBE, creating new pedestrian connections in the community. Activities unfolded in and around the folding corridor, forming a new expressway for local residents. The capping was a mode for reproducing expressway spaces and I designed several structural and space modules which could decrease the budget of construction so that the government and communities can efficiently extend it from Parkchester to the whole Cross Bronx Expressway.
In order to create a pedestrian-dominated street, I found ways of folding from the visual Angle of the street to increase the sense of interest and layering. Then from the site context and function of mutual reference to find space complementary relationship to make corridors and streets more reasonable; Finally, in the strategy of space, we should make full use of the advantages and circumvent the disadvantages, enhance the attributes of some corridors and the enclosing properties of some buildings, so that the whole street becomes vitality.
Reproducible Structural Capping Mode

The capping was a mode for reproducing expressway space and I designed several structure and space modules which could decrease the budget of construction so that the government and communities can efficiently extend it from Parkchester to the whole Cross Bronx Expressway.

Truss A (connection):
The main span structure connecting the two sides of the expressway.

Truss B (passage corridor):
The main span structure connecting the courtyards inside the expressway.

Beam String System A (corridor):
A skeleton of corridor with a big slope, for leisure and passing.

Beam String System B (ground):
A skeleton of ground with a slight slope, for planting grass or paving.

Prototypes of Corridor:

Type: Truss A
Function: Leisure Stair

Type: Truss B
Function: Greenhouse+Air Purification

Type: Truss B
Function: Exhibition Panels+Air Purification

Type: Truss A
Function: Vertical Circulation+Louge

Type: Truss A
Function: Passage Corridor

Type: Truss A
Function: Restroom+Stop

Type: Truss B
Function: Passage

Type: Beam String A
Function: Roof Path+Sun Belfry

Type: Beam String A
Function: Leisure Stairs

Type: Truss A
Function: Rest pavilion

Type: Beam String A
Function: Museum

Type: Beam String A
Function: Rest pavilion
The courtyard is not only enclosed by the structures but also connected to the surrounding context through view and walkability. In contrast, the design turns the scale of the road into pedestrian-led the roads and streets.

Besides, the roof garden creates a new scenery in Bronx Parkchester, so that people can walk through the whole community instead of vehicle-led the roads and streets.
The section view of the courtyard shows the basic mode of capping which divides the Cross Bronx Expressway into three parts so that columns could stand on the side of slope. Also, based on the structural analysis, roof part is supported by the beam string system. Therefore, the whole space could become different in heights. Meanwhile, the courtyard becomes a special connection between north and south.
EXHIBITION AT BRONX MONTEFIORI HOSPITAL'S GALLERIES
Location: Bronx, New York
Feb 2021 - April 2021
Curating with Alexander Levine and Timothy Liang
Partner: Qiwei Sun; Junho Lee; Stephanie McMorran

In association with Michael Bell’s “The Cross Bronx Expressway Capping Park” Studio, Bronx Montefiore Hospital invited three groups of students to show their works in galleries for the sake of presenting the design projects for a government proposal to the community. This exhibit highlights the collaboration between community members, designers/architects, student doctors and public health professionals to advocate for the transformation of the Cross Bronx Expressway (CBE) as a public health and quality of life intervention.

We explore efforts to transform the highway through: (1) Excerpts and original photographs from a manuscript written by 2nd and 3rd year medical students at The Albert Einstein College of Medicine, entitled: The Bronx is Building: Transforming the Cross Bronx Expressway & Other Green Infrastructure Projects for a Healthier Borough. (2) Renderings of architectural and design solutions to transform the CBE by students participating in a studio course taught jointly by faculty at Columbia’s Mailman School of Public Health and Graduate School of Architecture and Planning (GSAPP) during the 2021 fall semester. (3) The work of Segregation by Design, a project by Adam Paul Susanneck, “which [uses] heliopic aerial photography...to document the destruction of communities of color due to redlining, urban renewal, and freeway construction.” Susanneck’s work on Segregation by Design is supported by Columbia GSAPP’s 2021-22 Incubator Prize. To see more of Susanneck’s work, see www.segregationbydesign.com or follow @segregation_by_design on Instagram and Twitter.

Exhibition aims to further the conversation to transform the highway. This conversation is constantly evolving and needs continued community input to create a solution that works best for the borough.

This exhibition is curated by Alexander Levine and Timothy Liang, 3rd year medical students at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in partnership with Nikie Martinez, founder of Bronx Minds. Loving The Bronx focuses on community building, development, and organizing around social and environmental issues through the use of parks, open spaces and waterways throughout the Bronx.

Projects Exhibited

Exhibition at Bronx Montefiore Hospital’s Galleries,
Team: Alexander Levine & Timothy Liang (Mailman)
Anqi Qiwei, Junho Lee (GSAPP)
In touch without touching (ITWT)

Psychiatric Clinic & Adaptive Use

Following the topic of this studio, small footprint & clinic. I found a typical and interesting site in the Clinton area, which is an L-shape site next to the midtown healthcare center. So I want to reuse the vacant buildings to create a space for Anonymous meetings and psychiatric therapy in the local community. After the site trip and research on the NYC Treemap, my first concept was to reuse the existing building as a container for the trees and plants where people can have a pocket park in the city.

In an architectural way, in touch without touching becomes a dialectic relationship between different envelopes and the scenarios it made. So I want to strengthen this specific relationship by reclaiming the existing brick walls and introducing a wood frame and polycarbonate envelopes. Making nature, mechanics, and architecture become in touch without touching. Instead of providing spaces for programs, I took the building itself as a locus for healing. The particular independence between the shape of the envelope and the layout of what is enveloped is an essential device. And to manifest the coexistence in the same event of two non-correspondent logics, which is called incompatibility.
A typical and interesting site is in the Clinton area of Manhattan, which is an L-shape site next to the midtown healthcare center. So I want to reuse the vacant buildings to create a space for Anonymous meetings and psychiatric therapy in the local community. After the site trip and research on the NYC Treemap, my first concept was to adaptively use the existing building as a container for the trees and plants where people can have a pocket park in the city.
Cajal is considered the father of modern neuroscience, as important in his field as Charles Darwin or Louis Pasteur are in theirs (though relatively unknown outside of it). His discoveries, made during the last dozen years of the 19th-century, concern the way neurons, the building blocks of the brain, spinal cord and nervous system, communicate with one another. His theory — immediately accepted by most, but not strictly proven until the 1950s — was that neurons are in touch without touching. They communicate across infinitesimal gaps known as synaptic clefts.

"In touch without touching" in Neuroscience

The constructive transformation of modernity allows the non-correspondence between external and internal mass to become visible. The real challenge is to manifest the coexistence in the same event of two non-correspondent logics, instead of imposing a transparency aimed at merely erasing the difference between interior and exterior. The intensity of the new modern space largely depends on the perception of this incompatibility.

"In touch without touching" in Arts

The existing walls and the new wood frame are in touch but not touching together. And the pipelines can get through the wood columns and truss with reserved holes so that they are not touching.

"In touch without touching" in Architecture
1. clinic entrance
2. reception
3. bar
4. staircase
5. restrooms
6. elevator
7. backyard
8. residential entrance
1. AA meeting room
2. waiting room
3. staircase
4. therapy
5. elevator
6. reading
7. backyard
8. living room
1. AA meeting room
2. waiting room
3. staircase
4. music therapy
5. therapy
6. elevator
7. reading area
8. washing room
9. living room
Foldable Section
Inverted Axonometry of Structure

Night Front